Warehouse Management

On a touch screen device the user can use the dashboard buttons above. A basic picker would just
click Pick Next Order. Other options will work based on user role. The dashboard buttons will grey
out if the related menu item is not allowed in the user role. The dashboard above should be made
the default dashboard in user role for a picker.

The Interprise WMS is designed to work on a Surface Tablet Device attached to a trolley and a blue
tooth scanner maybe hanging around the pickers neck. The picker should be able to just scan items
so will not need a keyboard.

Release Orders for Picking.
The user can print a pick note which moves the order status on or release orders for picking here
without printing a pick note. Rather than all orders be at ready to pick once entered we expect
orders to be at the “ready to invoice” stage to be available for picking.
The allocated orders tab above can be based on fully or partially allocated orders. This is decided in
setup.

Picking

The above is an example sales order with item lines for normal stock items, serial/batch, none stock,
drop ship and 0 allocated. Drop ship and 0 allocate items lines will not appear in picking.
The sales order above has items with a unit of measure Each and 2 Pack so we can see what it looks
like in the picking interface.
The normal item line is set to pick in the sales order UM. As default all items would be picked in base
or the default unit of measure. Serial/batch items are always picked in base/ default unit of
measure.

When an order is in picking it is flagged as “in picking” so it cannot be chosen by another picker. i.e.
if 2 pickers click get next order to pick they will get different orders as it does it in a serial sequence.
When its picked the order is updated with the picker and date picked.

A picker can use get next order to pick and this will the show the next order to pick. Or if their user
role allows the user can pick from a list like below. The advantage of the later is that it allows the
picker to pick multiple sales orders as once (or one at a time) and then separate them on the trolley
or in a packing area.

The above is the picking interface. It sorts items by route then bin. It asks me to confirm the location.
The picker should focus on the right hand side of the screen as this will drive the picker what to do
next. The left is a summary of all the item lines we are about to pick.

After confirming the location the user has to confirm the item. If the item is batch/serial then the
user would be asked for this after scanning the item. If the batch serial was chosen on the sales
order then this would show and ask to be confirmed. The picker if they cannot find it can change the
batch/serial. Normally the picker confirms the item and would then pick the batch/serial as it is
more efficient that way rather than trying to find a specific serial/batch. The first item is a serial item
so as soon as I confirm the item then it will ask for a serial. When I confirm the serial because the
item qty is 1 it will jump to the next item. Because the next item in this example is in a different
location it will ask me to confirm location.

So now the picker moves to Location 23A1 confirms the location.

Then it asks to confirm the item. It’s a batch traceable item so like the serial item before will ask for
a batch next.

NB that for batch and serial items regardless of the UM entered on the sales order we will always
pick the default or base unit of measure since each needs a serial / batch assigning. EG if we have 1
pack of 2 this would show as qty 2 to pick and 2 batch/serials to assign or confirm. For normal stock
items (not serial batch) you have the option to pick the sales order unit of measure or default base
unit of measure. Eg the item in focus now has been entered onto the sales order twice 1 x each and
1 x Pack of 2. This item has been set to pick the sales order unit measure. The UPC code for each is
different. TPB123 for each to confirm and TPN234 for the pack of 2.

To pick a unit of measure that is different to the default or base unit of measure means that you
should have stock of the item in packs of 2. If you sell in each and packs of 2 but the packs of 2 are
not in packs and you pick 2 then you should always pick in the base unit of measure. You can decide
this by item in setup.

There is also a packing mode which could be used to confirm the items in a packing area. If the
picker was picking multiple sales orders it would allow them to pack them into separate boxes. The
user can specify which box the items are going into if multiple boxes. You may or may not use this.
The print pick note button would allow you to print a pack note /r delivery note if required.

Setup Options

The user can print bar code labels for items. The user can also edit the UPC code here.

The print location labels option is similar to the item labels.

In Warehouse setup Locations have a Route and a Location. The picking is done via Route then
Location so the picker walks around the warehouse in the most efficient way which may not be the
location order.

Picking setup options ask do you want the picker to have to confirm the location before picking
items at that location.
Against each username a user can default to a warehouse so it only shows that warehouse’s orders
or if they go to pick next order it would default to the next order for that warehouse. etc. If left blank
the picker can see all orders across all warehouses.

There is also an Item Picking UM tab. As default picking is done in the base unit of measure. So if you
sold 1 each that would be 1 to pick. If you sold 1 x UM 10 then that’s 10 to pick. The option above
allows you pick in the sales order unit of measure which in this example could be 10 and each. NB
that for serial/batch items they are always picked in the base unit of measure.

Location Check / Location Stock Take

Location Check allows a user to scan all items in a location and then compare with what the system
expects to be there and update the stock. This would allow for multiple users stock taking by
location.

The user would pick or scan a location. Then they would scan all the items one after the other. When
finished they would hit the Compare button. The user can remove item lines by clicking the X or scan
1 of an item and then enter the qty saving scanning them all. See below:

The user can Cancel or Complete and this will post any necessary adjustments.

The “Other” option in picking allows you to enter total boxes, weight and a tracking code if required
if you want to use this. The normal order totals weight if you have entered weights against the
items.

Items in Bold are Released.
Tools - Warehouse Management Folder
Dashboard
Release Orders for Picking
Pick Next Order
Order Picking
Location Check
Item Labels
Location Labels
Picking Setup

Example Equipment
1. Surface Pro 3 (12”) or Surface 3 (10”)
2. Blue Tooth hand Held Scanners
For information : https://www.socketmobile.com/product/series-7/series-7-durable/overview to
order though I would look at : http://www.thebarcodewarehouse.co.uk
The scanner links via Bluetooth to surface pro device. Hand held, finger point or attached to the
surface pro.

3. Fixing Kit to attach to Trolley option
For example, https://www.musicstore.de/en_GB/GBP/Koenig-Meyer-19791-Tablet-PCholder-black/art-ACC0007106-000

Budget Cost £42 + VAT
http://www.rammount.com/part/RAM-HOL-UN11U

Another example: http://shop.windowscentral.com/igrip-headrest-tablet-kit/3AA10682.htm

4. Example Hand Grip for easy Carrying and tough case
http://www.incipio.com/cases/tablet-cases/microsoft-surface-cases-sleeves/microsoftsurface-pro-3-cases-sleeves-covers/capture-ultra-rugged-case-microsoft-surface-pro-3.html

Surface Setup Options
It would be a good idea to setup the Surface devices to automatically login to Windows and put
Interprise in startup so it automatically opens. It may also be a good idea to use group policy or Kiosk
type mode so the only thing the user can do is run Interprise. In Interprise make the user role only
allow the normal WMS options with the WMS dashboard coming up first.
For the auto logon try the following: http://www.intowindows.com/how-to-automatically-login-inwindows-10/
Add interprise to startup: https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/4026268/windows-changestartup-apps-in-windows-10

